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Hume's Two Theories 

of Causation 

DAVID HUME'S theory of causation is an analysis of the causal 
relation; it is not an analysis of the logical subtleties of the or-. 
dinary employment of the word "cause." Many writers on causa
tion have taken him to provide such an analysis, but we shall 
argue that this understanding is a fundamental misconception. 
Hume certainly does examine the circumstances under which 
ordinary speakers believe their causal claims to be true, but his 
real interest is the actual circumstances under which they are 
true. Hume is never primarily interested in the analysis of or
dinary linguistic meanings,l and his metaphysical views are 
heavily influenced by epistemological considerations concerning 
the empirical meanings of important philosophical concepts. 
This is as true of his analysis of causation as it is of his other 
metaphysical theories. 

Notoriously, Hume holds that the real meaning of a term is 
the idea to which it refers. To each idea there corresponds one 
or more impressions, of which the ideas are copies. In his exami
nation of causation, Hume's procedure is to identify those sen
sory impressions that compose the complex idea of causation. 

I. Hume repeatedly rejects as inadequate the ordinary meanings of important 
philosophical terms. The following is an example: "These words ["force," 
"power," "energy"]. as commonly used, havc very loose meanings annexed to 
them; and their ideas are very uncertain and confused" (EHU, Sec. 60n). The 
many passages in Humc's writings to this effect are thoughtfully analyzed by 
James Noxon, HI/me's PhilosoPhical Development (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 

,\ 1978).P.p; 184f. 
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4 HUME AND THE PROBLEM OF CAUSATION 

Armed with this doctrine about meaning, Hume eventually iso
lates three empirical relations-contiguity, succession, and con
stant conjunction-and proclaims them the essential elements 
of the idea of causation. Additionally, and somewhat surpris
ingly, he cites an apparently nonempirical element as essential 
to causation: necessary connection. Hume's theory of causation 
largely consists of a close analysis of these four relations, where 
special attention is given to constant conjunction and necessary 
connection, the latter of which Hume believes to be subjective 
in origin, but which he nonetheless believes of "much greater 
importance" than either contiguity or succession (T, 77). There 
is no better summary of his basic doctrine than that which he 
provides in An Abstract of a T1'eatise of Human Nature (A, 11f, 
22£): 

Here is a billiard.ball lying on the table, and another ball moving 
towards it with rapidity. They strike; and tj.e ball, which was formerly 
at rest, now acquires a motion. . . . There was no interval betwixt 
the shock and the motion. Contiguity in time and place is therefore a 
requisite circumstance to the operation of all causes. 'Tis evident like. 
wise, that the motion, which was the cause, is prior to the motion, 
which was the effect. Priority in time, is therefore another requisite cir: 
cumstance in every cause. But this is not all. Let us try any other 
balls of the same kind in a like situation, and we shall always find, that 
the impulse of the one produces motion in the other. Here, therefore 
is a third circumstance, vi;:. that of a constant conjunction betwixt the 
cause and effect. Every object like the cause, produces always some 
object like the effect. Beyond these three circumstances of contiguity, 
priority, and constant conjunction, I can discover nothing in this 
cause.. . . 

In the considering of motion communicated from one ball to an~ 
other, we could find nothing but contiguity, priority in the cause, and' 
constant conjunction. But, besides these circumstances, 'tis commonly 
suppos'd, that there is a necessary connexion betwixt the cause and 
effect, and that the cause possessessomething, which we call a power,~ 
or force, or energy. The question is, what idea is annex'd to these 
terms? If all our ideas or thoughts be derived from our impressions, 
this power must either discover itself to our senses, or to our internal' 
feeling. But so little does any power discover itself to the senses in the 
operation of matter. . . [and] our own minds afford us no more 
notion of energy than matter does. . . . Upon the whole, then, either~ 
we have no idea at all of force and energy, and these words are alto
gether insignificant, or they can mean nothing but that determination 
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of the thought, acquir'd by habit, to pass from the cause to its usual effect.2 

At the end of his analysis, Hume provides two definitions of 
"cause," one of which emphasizes constancy of conjunction and 
the other of which emphasizes necessary connection in the form 
of a "determination of thought": 

(Df) We may define a CAUSEto be "an object precedent and con. 
tig;ous to another, and where all the objects resembling the former 
are plac'd in like relations of precedency and contiguity to those ob.jects,that resemble the latter." 

(Df2)[We may define a CAUSEto be) "an object precedent and con
tiguous to another, and so united with it, that the idea of the one 
determinesthe mind to form the idea of the other, and the impression 
of the one to form a more lively idea of the other." (T, 170) 

A multitude of connected problems are submerged in this ac

count of causation.3 The primary problem is that of determining 
which of these two apparently different definitions expresses 
Hume's theory of causation. Some of Hume's expositors main
tain that he holds a regularity theory of causation, while others 
maintain that he holds a modified necessity theory. Still others, 
appealing to apparent incompatibilities between these two views, 
conclude that Hume holds no consistent theory of causation 
whatever, and even that such a theory was not among his objec. 
tives. We contend, against all these interpretations, that Hume 
maintains neither of these two theories explicitly, but that im. 
plicitly he is committed to both-a tension in his work unre
solvable by textual analysis alone. However, we think this ten
sion can be resolved by non textual considerations, and we shall 
eventually defend both of Hume's theories in the form of asingleunified theory. 

The problems discussed in this chapter have escaped the 
notice of many of Hume's expositors because they have failed to 

2, Reprinted by permission of Cambridge University Press from the 1938 edition, edited by J. M. Keynesand P. Sraffa. . 

3. We take Hume at his Word when he claims to offer definitions of "cause." 
Wade Robison has argued, however, that Hume's "precise definition of 

cause and effect" (T, 169) is not an attempt at a definition or analysis of 
c4us4/ion"but rather is a definition of causal judgment. See his "Hume's 
~ausal Scepticism," in David Hume: Bicentenary Papers (Edinburgh: Edinurgh University Press, 1977),esp. p. 157. 
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on this point than is generally recognized. On the one hand, he 
normally maintains that the idea of necessary connection is cengrasp both the diversity of aims embedded in Hume's analysis 

and the limitations placed by certain of his epistemological tral to the notion of causation. On the other hand, his defini
tions of "cause" do not specifically mention the idea of necessary principles on analysis of causation. In order to support this 
connection. Furthermore, he frequently intimates that the idea claim, a brief interpretation of Hume's aims will first be pre

sented. His commentators' mistakes will then be considered. of necessary connection, together with its near synonyms and 

Finally, the alleged incompatibilities between his theories will cognates, is the product of a universal propensity unnoticed 
t. even by philosophers to graft mind-dependent relations onto nabe explored, and it will be explained why his philosophical 

ture.t. principles lead to two definitions and to two theories of causa-
This matter may be clarified by introducing the distinctionIh tion. 

'ii' between philosophy as description and philosophy as revision. 
Is Hume attempting to describe the idea of causation by listing I 
its essential features, or is he attempting to revise it after point
ing to unwarrantable suppositions submerged in the commonIn the Treatise Hume seems to regard necessary connection as idea? The latter would be a reconstructive analysis which cared 

the most essential element in the idea of causation because it little for what some users of the language have in mind and still 
provides the foundation for inference from cause to effect or less about an analysis of the ordinary meaning. It is perhaps a 
from effect to cause; that is, it underlies our claim that when- subtle conflict between these two tasks of describing and revising 
ever the cause is present the effect must follow (T, 73-77, 89, common ideas that leads to perplexity on the question whether 
165)' But since he also maintains that no quality of necessity in. causesare, in his analysis, necessarily connected with effects. 
objects is empirically observable, Hume is faced with the task One can easily be led to misapprehend Hume's actual goals
of giving an empiricist explanation of the derivation of this idea~ by overemphasizing his repeated assertion that the main thrustfrom experience. He must track down the primal impression)~ of his investigation is to explain what it means to say that there
Ultimately, of course, he finds that the idea of necessary connec:~ are necessary connections. His aim is twofold: (1) to describe the 
tion is directly derived from an internal impression and indii, common concepts "cause" and "causal necessity" and (2) to ex
recdy derived from a constant conjunction of objects. it) plain what "necessary connection" means by tracing it to theIf one reads Hume as a sceptic about causation, it is temptingj 

impression which is its source. These are different tasks, yet 
to suppose that he actually denies that causes are necessarily COh~i both are conceptual investigations. The first isolates the es
nected with their effects, or perhaps even that causes exist11 sen,tialelements in the ordinary idea of cause, analyzes each one, 
Richard Taylor, for example, contends that Hume can easilyf and 'shows the idea of necessary connection to be a central ele
be interpreted as eliminating entirely the idea of necessity from! mentBut the second and not the first task is Hume's primary in-
the idea of causation, while A. H. Basson takes Hume to be 311 terest, for it alone provides the revision of the ordinary mean-
tempting to explain how people are mistaken in supposing that~ ,I ing"that reflects Hume's discoveries of the truth conditions for 
causation involves necessary connection in addition to unifonn! ! 

Sa.\ls~lstatements. The second is an investigation into those 
sequence.4 Hume certainly wishes to deny that there is anYl ' 15a.~iC; common theexperiences from which the idea is derived; 
necessary connectedness between objects themselves. But doesiflei "fuoreprecise meaning"-the revisionary meaning-is sought
wish to deny that a genuine cause is in any sense necessarilycori\i 

(E~"o/"Sec. 49). When captured, it may provide a solid basis for nected with its effect? It is more difficult to understand HumeJ 
reywng the ordinary concept in addition to overcoming its ob
SCUflty.The first task is a commitment to describe in what 

4, A. H. Basson, David Rurne (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1958), pp. 73;1,~1 sensetheidea of necessary connection is essential to the ordinary 
Richard Taylor, "Causation," The Encyclopedia of PhilosoPhy, Vol. 2,p'}58~ ,j\1'
and "Causation," The Monist (1963)' p. 291. '" 
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idea. The second task presupposes the first but carries no similar 
commitment. Revising the meaning is, for Hume, revising both 
the ordinary concept of causation and incorrect philosophical 

concepts; but this revision entails neither revision of the way 
in which the term "cause" is ordinarily used for purposes of in
ference nor revision of the ways in which causes are identified.t Rather, a revision of what Hume calls the "inveterate 
of mankind" is demanded (T, 166). It is not the 

lil: of the term, but rather the common conception or 
causes that needs revision; and Hume is equally 

Ii:, 
refute the philosophical account of causation given 

J\: 
ists, as we shall later see. 

prejudices 
ordinary use 
belief about 

concerned to 
by rational-

Hume's task of describing how the idea of necessary connec
tion is essential to the idea of causation is carried out by showing 
that the latter idea would be disastrously diminished were the., 
former removed and that there would then be no basis for causal 
inference (EHU, Sec. 22). Hume's descriptive work, like his quest 
for an impression of connection, is indirect; he studies neces

sary connection largely through the inferences based upon it (T;, 
88). An example will make this clearer. Suppose a person Ai 
were simply to mention or itemize the empirical features of COri~1

tiguity, succession, and constant conjunction to his colleague B.~

It is quite possible that B would not understand at all thata~
statement asserting a causal relation was being uttered. If A wer~J

to say that a train's rumble every morning at 7:00 slightly pre~
cedes and is contiguoUS with poor lighting in his bathroom,~~j 
would not know whether the statement is a causal one, a s 
ment of coincidence, or merely a report. Obviously somet. 
is missing; in Hume's view it is the element of necessary C.2i1~ 
nection or power (T, 88, 155). If A says the rumble causes:~lle. 

poor lighting, B understands him to mean that, given the rumble~ 
(presuming normal conditions prevail), the poor quality of~~e1 
light must occur.!! 

Hume here points out that the term "necessity" is used tO~~X11 

press belief that, given a cause, only one outcome can 'b~~,"ex' 
p",ed i" the drcum"'""" 1II twO0' mo," mutuany exclUsiv!"
outcomes were in prospect, we would say any particular outcotne,j' 
is merely possible or probable. Saying that X and Y are n~ce~'!I; 

sarily connected is our way of proclaiming the "impossibilftr/i) , 
given nature's uniformity, of any x being succeeded by a'riolkyj 

'" 
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(d. EHU, Sec. 47). By regarding nature in this way, we are cer
tainly not presupposing the rationalist view that causes en
tail effects. Only philosophers would even speculate on the par
allel. Rather, belief in necessary connectedness is belief in the 
order and regularity of a universe where like effects follow like 
causes just as regularly as conclusions follow from appropriate 

premises (EHU, See. 59). The term "necessity" is used to ex
press this belief.

As Hume fully realizes, his description of the ordinary use 
of the term fails to answer the important philosophical question 
-no doubt recondite to the common user-wherein the neces
sity lies. However, his revisionary work leads to a definite stance 
on such issues. His strategy, at least in the section of the Enquiry 

(VII) devoted to necessary connection, is first to determine how 
essential that idea is to causation, then to trace the idea to an 
impression source, and finally to assert the paradox that the idea 
seemsmeaningless: 

One event follows another; but we never can observe any tie 
betweenthem. . . . The necessaryconclusionseems to be that we have 
no idea of connexion or power at all, and that these words are abso
lutelywithout any meaning. (EHU, Sec.58) 

But immediately after propounding the paradox, Hume begins 
to,dispel this overly sceptical view by a "method" showing that 
"when we say. . . that one object is connected with another, 
we mean only that they have acquired a connexion in our 
thought" (EHU, Sec. 59)' He of course traces the idea and the 
connection to an impression of reflection. This is the more pre
cise'meaning promised at the beginning of Section VII (Sec. 49). 

Burne intends to say not that ordinary statements about 
necessaryconnections between objects are meaningless and con
sequently to be eliminated, but rather that, philosophically 
speaking, the idea is more obscure than usually supposed and 
sometimes carries the false supposition that necessary connee
tii>llirexistin or between the objects themselves. There simply 
are no experiences to justify the latter claim. There is, how-
ever,an experience of associating objects (the "new impression") 
~~at,justifies the way we ordinarily use terms to make causal 
Inf~rences.That usage is not mistaken, and the terms so em
ployed<arenot meaningless.A mistake oecurs only when there 

'Ii! 
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10 

is psychological projection of compulsion from the internal 
to the external and when causal terms are improperly used to 
refer to the external region. In his revisionary work Hume ful
fills his initial promise to deliver a precise meaning of "neces
sary connection." But in his descriptive work he seems to grant
that the way causal terms are commonly employed is meaning
less only to the extent that an internal impression is taken to
be an impression of sensation (d. T, 168). .

The task of revising causal notions begins to supplant the
task of description with the development of the negative thesis
that there are no necessary connections in objects independent
of experience, a claim Hume refers to as the most "violent" of 
"all the paradoxes" in the Treatise (T, 165-67). ("Paradox" 
here seems to mean a thesis contrary to common belief and so 
entailing certain revisionary conclusions.) 

In studying precisely how Hume's search for the original 

impression of necessity leads to conclusions that revise or recon
struct the common concept of causation, it is crucial to keep the 
following question in mind. After Hume has introduced the no
tion of constant conjunction, does he mean to revise the 
common concept by dropping the idea of necessity-in-objects as 
essential and substituting necessity-in-mind, or by dropping ther 
idea of necessity altogther and substituting constant conjunc. 
tion? Is he maintaining that causal relatedness consists essenL, 
tially in: (1) a necessary connection between constantly conjoined 
objects made by the mind, a modified necessity theory that! 
would merely revise certain common ideas about the nature of' I 

connectedness, or (2) a constant conjunction between discon;' 
nected successive objects, a pure regularity theory that wouldl 
radically revise the common idea, or (3) both 1 and 2? 

The textual evidence for Hume's revisionist position is chari 
acteristically difficult to untangle, yet it acquires a certain~ 
clarity when approached from two different, but co:npatible, 
perspectives: 

(1) as a genetic account of the acquisition of causal beliefs; 
(2) as a reductionist account of the idea of causation. 

As a genetic account, Hume's argument may be divided into. 
the following theses: the mind notices several similar pairs of: 
objects that are constantly conjoined; this discovery leads to! 

HUME's TWO THEORIES OF CAUSATION 11 

a new internal impression of which the ideas of necessary con
nection and power are copies; this internal impression is gradu
ally attributed to external objects, leading us to believe mis
takenly that necessary connections and powers exist between 
objects themselves and to make that belief an essential factor 
in our idea of causation. The correction of this mistake is the 
first project in Hume's task of revision. His conclusion at this 
stage includes a denial of the common belief in natural necessi
ties independent of experience but does not include a denial 
of the common belief that necessity is essential to causation. 

As a reductionist account, Hume's analysis attempts to show 
that the idea of causation is chiefly based on and is virtually 
reducible to the idea of necessary connection, which is then 
shown to be based on and to be reducible to connection in 
thought (customary imaginative transition). The connection in 
thought, in turn, is shown to be based on ("arises from," 
in Hume's language) the experience of constantly conjoined simi
lar objects. So far as the relation apart from experience is con. 
cerned, the "connection" is entirely reducible to similar sets of 
separate objects repeatedly conjoined. At this stage necessity 
seemsto be eliminated entirely as a criterion of causation, and 
Hume's theory appears to advance beyond the mere correction 
of a mistaken belief about causal connection to a positive re
construction of the nature of causation that is quite different 
fromordinary ideas. . 

This distinction between Hume's reductionist and his genetic 
aims, we may tentatively hypothesize, accounts for the dif
ferencesnoted above in Hume's two definitions of cause. 

II 

But significant textual problems arise at this point. As Antony 
Flew points out, Hume curiously eliminates all mention of 
necessaryconnection in his definitions of "cause." After devoting 
a whole section to tracing the original of the idea, and finding 
it, we expect his definitions to reflect the "something more" 
than mere constant conjunction. Instead, says Flew, "he writes 
rather as if he had shown: not that talk of necessity does after 
~Ilhavesomesensehere, and what sense it has; but that really 
ltIlas little or none, and arises from a misconception
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the projection of a mental association out on to a physical 
conjunction."5 Flew's argument could be strengthened by men
tion of another puzzling fact. Hume says, both before and after 
the passages in the Enquiry and the Treatise where the defini
tions are formulated, that no adequate definition of cause can 

V possibly be given "without comprehending, as a part of theJ. ,. definition, a necessary connection with its effect" (T, 77ff, 407; 
EHU, Sec. 74)' ~ 

However, Flew's objection can be met. While it is true thatt, 
neither the term "necessary connection" nor the idea (or copy) is 
mentioned in Hume's definitions, the impression (or original) 
is not entirely omitted. Hume's second definition in the Enquiry 
is "an object followed by another, and whose appearance al
ways conveys the thought to that other" (EHU, Sec. 60, italics 
added). He mentions, in introducing the definition, that we 
have experience of this "customary transition." Flew seems to 
confuse the absence of the term with the absence of the term's 
meaning. The comparable definition in the Treatise similarly 
mentions mental determination. Hume appears in both cases 
to be defining causation in terms of the relevant empirical fea
tures of objects and a feature of mind. It is true that the first 
definition omits explicit reference to the crucial impression, but 
it should be noticed how Hume introduces that definition in, 
the Enquiry (Sec.60, italics added): 

Similar objects are always conjoined with similar. Of this we have" 

experience. Suitably to this experience, therefore, we may define~~, 
cause to be an object, followed by another, and where all the objectsl 
similar to the first are followed by objects similar to the second." 

The italicized prefatory remark qualifies the definition and~ 

perhaps further removes the force of objections such as Flew;~} 
It must be admitted, however, that it is not entirely clear hoYiJ 
this introduction should be construed. It may indicate that"an'. 

object can be a cause only if suitably experienced, or it IIia~ 
merely mean that through experience we know there to De 

instances of similar objects constantly conjoined. 

5, Antony Flew, Hume's Philosophy of Belief (London: Routledge g., K!i.gai!} 
Paul, 1961), p. 123, 
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III 

In any case, the problem raised by Flew is merely an. intro
ductory one that foreshadows a more disturbing interpretative 

question. J. A. Robinson has argued in detail the thesis that 
Hume's two definitions are neither intensionally nor extension

ally equivalent, that only the first definition really defines the 
causal relation, and that the first alone is a philosophical analysis 
while the second is a statement of an empirical psychological 
theory mistakenly described by Hume as a definition. Robinson 

argues, specifically against Norman Kemp Smith, that Hume's 
theory of causation is intended to be a pure regularity theory 
that does not rest on a psychological theory of association. Kemp 
Smith's contention is that 

Hume is no supporter of what is usually meant by the "uniformity" 
view of causation. As he is careful to insist, causation is more than 
sequence, and more also than invariable sequence. We distinguish be
tween mere sequence and causal sequence; and what differentiates the 
two is that the idea of necessitation (determination or agency) enters 
into the latter as a quite essential clcment.6 

Robinson believes this interpretation confuses philosophical 
analysis of the concept of causation with psychological explana- .. 
(ion of belief in necessary connection. Against all such interpre
tations, Robinson thinks Hume holds a pure regularity theory: 

[Df1J is Humc's definition of the cause-cffect relation, embodying
&isanalysis of it as nothing more than an instance of a general uni
formity of concomitance between two classes of particular occurrences,
and as quitc independent of any associations of ideas which mayor
maynot c'xist in human minds.7

6, Norman Kemp Smith, The Philosophy of David Hume (London: Mac-
millan,1941),pp. 91-92 (and quoted in Robinson, p. 41, fn. 7 below).Cf. also 
the,statementsby Kemp Smith on pp. 369 and 4°1. For a similar view, d. 
Ri Wi Church, Hume's Theory of the Understanding (London: Allen and 
Unwin,1968),pp. 81-84, and D. G. C. MacNabb, David Hume (Oxford: 
:na~il,nlackweIl,1966),2nd ed., p. 106. A quite different view that accepts 
K~n1pSmith'sbasic line of interpretation is offered in Barry Stroud, Hume 
(pondon: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1977), pp. 88-92. 
7,.J. A. Robinson, "Hume's Two Definitions of 'Cause,'" The PhilosoPhical 
Qu~rterlyi2 (1962);1"eprintedin V. C. ChappelI, cd., Hume (Garden City, 
~iY.:,Doubleday and Co., 1966: reissued by University of Notre Dame 
l,ress),pp. 129-47,with a "Reconsideration," pp. 162-68.Above quotation:
ep.,'lg8f, 
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Robinson buttresses this claim with two textual citations. 
First, he relies heavily on a passage notoriously exploited to 
exhibit Hume's belief that certain relations among external ob

jects are mind-independent (T, 167-69)' Secondly, Robinson 
correctly points out that, using the terminology of the Treatise, 
the second definition treats causation as a natural relation, while 
the first treats it as a philosophical relation. A philosophical 
relation involves only a comparison between twO ideas, whereas 
an association between them is made in a natural relation (T, 
170). Robinson compares this section of the Treatise with an 

" earlier portion (10-15) where Hume explains the natural- 'I 

I philosophical distinction. Hume there enumerates seven genera 
~" of philosophical relations, which include the three natural rela

tions of resemblance, cause-effect, and contiguity. Robinson takes 
Hume to mean that all relations are by definition philosophical, 
while the three natural ones happen also, in Hume's words, to 
"produce an association among ideas" (11). According to Robin
son, Hume's explanation in the later sections, where causation is 
defined, turnS attention from the ideas associated to the objects 
themselves and asks whether there is some property of the reli-i' 
tion between these objects that accounts for the produced asso
ciation between the ideas. In other words, is there something in]; 
the relation that explains the "setting up or inducing in the sub.~ 

ject's mind of dispositions to pass" from one idea to another'?8, 
This question leads to Robinson's most distinctive interpretatioti! 
of Hume's notion of natural relation: 

Naturalness is then simply the property of any relation R between'a; 
thing or event A and a thing or event B (not between the idea of A a~d 
the idea of B) whereby the observation of A and B standing to eac1i; 
other in the relation R is enough to induce an association between~~e. 
idea of A and the idea of B. . . . ,~ 1 

.Bnm,". no,ion 01nattl"ln'~ " d"po,"'onol in.roll""" A', ".~ :tlon to B IS natural If observatlon of A and B standmg to each other 'In,. . 
,1>0 ,datinn in qn",ion wonld pmdn" an "",ciation botW",n, iJt<, ! 
idea of A and the idea of B. This allows A and B to be natUrallY!!.jI 
related without ever having been observed.9 1:1. 

Robinson claims that the existence of these natural relationsiis"~ 
a contingent matter of fact discovered by psychology. By"'col),l: 

~ 

8. Ibid., p. 136. 

g. Ibid., pp. 136£, 164. 
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by philosophy would exist even in 
ones: 

is "philosophical" is to make a factually 
empty statement; all relations are philosophical. . . . It must not be 
thought that here we have a classification of all relations into two 
kinds, philosophical on the one hand and natural on the other. Thus 
the cause-effectrelation, being a relation, is iPso facto a philosophical 
relation, and therefore to define it "as" a philosophical relation is, 
simply, to define it.l0 

Predictably, Robinson further contends that Hume wanted to 
show by his first definition that it is a "philosophical error" to 
include necessary connection in the analysis of the causal rela
tion and that he only sought to explain, in terms of natural 
relations, why the error was committed by (pseudo-) definition 
Df2,11 

Robinson's interpretation is certainly inviting. It is well 
grounded in some regions of the Treatise, neatly holds together 
Hume's psychology and philosophy, and has other advantages 
as well. Similar analyses have subsequently been offered by 
Nicholas Capaldi and Terence Penelhum.12 Unfortunately, the 
textual evidence against this interpretation is equally strong. 
This apparently paradoxical situation is to be explained, we 
sRall argue, by the dual presence in Hume's system of: (1) the 
conjunction of his analysis of the common concept of causation 
and his genetic account and (2) his revision of the concept as 
,prescribedby his reductionistic account. Hume's prevalent habit.<, 

o~;bothadvancing and restraining his reductionism is the source 
o~the problem. 

But before passing to these deeper issues, several reasons for 
questioning Robinson's interpretation should be noted. First, 
a! previously mentioned, Hume insists both before and after 
giving the definitions that "necessity makes an essential part of 
causation" (T, 407). He does not sayan essential part merely 
of;the idea, as consistency would require were Robinson's inter

\.oUbid., p. 138. 

l\.'lbid., p. 140; d. Basson, op. cit., pp. 73f. 

i.Nicholas Capaldi, David Burne: The Newtonian PhilosoPher (Boston:wayne
PUblishers, 1975), esp. pp. 120-23. Terence Penelhum, Hurne (NewY

. 

.,'ork' St. M P" 
, ,

artm s ress, 1975). esp. pp. 46f, 53-57. 
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HUME AND THE PROBLEM OF CAUSATION what may be said, that the operations of nature are inde16 ' 
pendent of our thought and reasoning, I allow it" (168); but he 

pre'"tion co"ed. SimUa<lyin thc Enquiry, Hume defiantly chal- I 
;1 does not here say that causal relations are independent of 

lenges anyone to "define a cause without comprehending as a thought, despite an acknowledgment that contiguity and suc
pa't of the definition, a ne""a<y ennne"ion with it, effect" cession exist independently. Also, it must be remembered that 
(Sec. 74, out itali,,). The'" ,tatcroent> cannot be int"preted later in the Treatise Hume provides a psychological theory to 
as isolated and casually expressed fragments, since in both books explain why we suppose there to be an external universe. Hume's 
Hume followS them with the claim that removal of necessity if "admission" in the passage just cited (168) may only be his 
removes causation. acknowledgment of what we must psychologically believe. 

Second, Hume's discussions of necessary connection seem dedi- There is a still more important problem with Robinson's 
cated to the discovery of an original impression that would mind-independent argument. The passages he cites from HumeF 

.. 

~ "
i",tifY u'" of the te,-ID "ne""ity." It wnuld appea< iliat Hume are actually irrelevant to Robinson's major thesis. If causation 
rightly should speak of something more than constant conjunc consists purely in constant conjunction, then it is unimportant, 

1\1:
tion in his definitions. Perhaps, then, Robinson's thesis could 
be reversed-the second definition being the only true definition il for purposes of defining causation (in Robinson's sense of defi

'il," " nition), whether or not these constant conjunctions exist inde
, :' and the first mistakenly so regarded. The passages mentioned 

I
pendently of experience. Whether the objects are constantly1 in the previous paragraph support this suggestion, as might the 
conjoined in experience or are so conjoined external to experi

qnalifying dau,"' alceady cited in rega<d to Flew, ,inee iliey ence, they are all alike causally related. That they might be 
arguably tend to incorporate the impression of mental expecta associated by an experiencing mind is, as Robinson puts it, a
tion into every definition in the Enquiry. contingent psychological matter, not a definitional consideration.

Third, Robinson's claim that for Hume causal relations among 
Fourth, if one looks for even implicit support of Robinson's 

external objects are mind-independent may be regarded with 
larger thesis in the Treatise, one is unlikely to find more than 

suspicion, since there is no statement in the Treatise that ex- suggestive but distressingly ambiguous statements. The bulk of 
plicitly affirms the existence of causal relatedness independent. Book I, relevant to causation, is devoted to theories of mental 
of experience. In the only place where Hume forthrightly saysl activity, especially to the nature of necessary connection, causal
"Thought may well depend on causes for its operation, but noti 

inference, and belief. Having surveyed these subjects, Hume in-
causes on thought" (T, 167), he uses the statement, and some, 

'serts the following rather puzzling remark immediately prior
similarly explicit ones, as an argument an adversary might ad- to the formal framing of his definitions: 
duce against the paradoxical character of his own theory. Hume;,s! 

'Tis now time to collect all the different parts of this reasoning, imaginary opponent is also represented as saying: 'ii; 
a1'\dby joining them together form an exact definition of the relation 
of,cause and effect, which makes the subject of the present enquiry.

What! the efficacy of causes lie in the determination of the mini!1 'This order wou'd not have been excusable, of first examining our in-
As if causes did not operate entirely independent of the mind, ahdi f 

ference from the [causal] relation before we had explain'd the rela
wou'd not continue their operation, even tho' there was no mInd! tion.itself, had it been possible to proceed in a different method. But
exi"ent to wn"mplate them, at ","'0 woeeto;ng thero. (T, .61>.. ' as.,thenature of the relation depends so much on that of the inference, 

011',:'.~ye been oblig'd to advance in this seemingly preposterous
Hume does not explicitly maintain the directly opposite. thesis ,manner. . . . (T, 169) 

-that causes do not operate independently of the mind-4J\1t.. 
Numerous passages such as this one leave it unclear both whether

he does introduce his imaginary adversary's objection as a notioil' 
causal relatedness depends at least in part on connection incontrary to his own sentiments. At any rate, it seems curiOusj 
t~ought and whether Hume is confusing his genetic inquiry withthat the sole statement unquestionably supporting Robinsqnls;, 
hlsreductionist purposes.

claim is expressly introduced as the reactionary outburst o£,atrl 
oppnnent. Humc do," '"y, on the vety next page, that "Mt<i 
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And, fifth, should the Treatise be set aside in favor of the 
briefer but author-touted Enquiry, not the slightest corrobora
tion for Robinson's interpretation can be found. Hume neither 
introduces nor relies upon the philosophical relation-natural 
relation distinction; he simply enumerates three "principles of 
connection" in the opening sections (ERU, Sec. 19). Yet, as Rob
inson admits, the definitions themselves remain substantially 
the same. 

IV 

In spite of these preliminary objections to Robinson's pure 
regularity interpretation, we are prepared to go some way toward 
accepting his conclusions. The main bart'ier to accepting Robin

~. son's arguments is the oversimplified way in which he sweeps 
aside countervailing passages, for Hume's several enterprises are 
never successfully drawn together in the neatly consistent pack-

if age Robinson presents,13 To obtain a clearer picture of what 
seems an inadvertent ambivalence in Rume's reflections on 

causation, his overall enterprise (as depicted above, in Section I) 
and its direction must first briefly be recalled. . 

After identifying the essential "idea of necessary connection," 
Rume directs his efforts toward discovering its original impres
sion. The entire investigation is so far genetically directed. This 
context of inquiry does not itself dictate a revisionary or para
doxical theory of causation, for he might have followed certain 
predecessors in the nonparadoxical thesis that we have impres. 
sions (of sensation) of power, force, energy, etc. and that it. is 
from these impressions that the idea of necessary connection is, 
Jerived. Finding this thesis untenable, Rume turns instead to 
the category of impressions of reflection. The genetic quest for, 
an original impression thus seems complete. But Rume feels 
impelled to explain further why the internal impression arises;" 
he does so by citing experienced constant conjunctions. 

13. Robinson does find some confusion in Hume's failure to distinguish "em. 
pirical psychology" from "philosophical analysis" and says this failure mis. 
leads readers. But Robinson also thinks, mistakenly, that the misleading 
feature can be corrected and Hume rendered consistent by textual analysis. 
We argue in later chapters that only a reconstruction of Hume's argumenU, 
can eliminate the tensions between his various enterprises. 
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The latter eXplanation is introduced as an extension of the 
genetic investigation. It locates the nonmental or purely sensory 
source of the idea being traced. But Humc's citations of con
stant conjunction often seem to playa second role over and 
above their function in the genetic account. Hume has a ten
dency (especially in the T1'eatise) to ignore momentarily the 
context of investigation and to speak as though causation could 
be reduced entirely to repetition of sequence; i.e., he is some
times inclined to say that causes are nothing but similar objects 
constantly conjoined with their associates. This tendency ap
pears only infrequently. Apart from the first definition, the 
following are the passages most clearly exemplifying the reductionistic strain in his writings: 

wellas a natural one. (T, 15)Relation of cause and effeCtis a seventh philosophical relation, as

We have no Odler notion of cause and effect, but that of certain 
objects,which have been alwaysconjoin'd togeilier, and which in aU 
past instanceshave been found inseparable. We cannot penetrate intothe reasonof the conjunction. (T, 93) 

Where objects are not contrary, nOthing hinders them from having
totallydepends. (T, 173)that constant conjunction, on which the relation of cause and effect 

Had it been said, that a cause is that after which any thing con
stantlyexists;we should have understood the terms. For this is, indeed,all we know of the matter. (EHU, Sec. 74n) 

Since these reductionistic sentiments carry Hume away from
his immediate investigation, he never develops them and is
alwaysfaithful in returning to the topic at hand. Moreover, his
"dU,tioni"'""ming "'tem'n" are 'II '0 ungu",ded 'hOt they
veil r'ther th,n clarify hi, in 'en 'i 0"" and 'hey only appear
eXclusivelyreductionistic when isolated from their contexts. As
previously mentioned, some statement of necessary connected.qUoted above. 
ness in the mind always accompanies statements of the SOrt 

, If one 'um, from 'he r"atise '0 'he Enquiry, one find, "'ik. 
mgP""ge' to iIIu""te the", problem" Cou.;d" the following 
Secs.75,74n; cf.T, 39gf);quotation.from 'he "'!!iou ou "Liberty 'nd N"".;,y" (EHU, 

:'i, 
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Necessity may be defined tWO ways, conformably to the two defi
nitions of cause, of which it makes an essential part. It consists either 
in the constant conjunction of like objects, or in the inference of the 
understanding from one object to another. Now necessity, in both 
these senses, (which, indeed, are at the bottOm the same). . . . 

Constancy forms the very essence of necessity, nor have we any 
other idea of it. 

These passages seem entirely incompatible with many of Hume's 
statements on the nature of causal necessity. He almost always 
insists that necessity is "nothing but an internal impression of 
the mind" (T, 16!J)and cannot consist in the relation of constant 
conjunction. Perhaps, in asserting this equivalence, he means 
to say what he says in a parallel portion of the Treatise: "'Tis 

\:i the constant conjunction of objects, along with the determina
tion of the mind, which constitutes a physical necessity" (T, 
'7')' But th' fonD" p""ge, " it .tand" i, not con,i"ent with 
the latter.14 

Such confusing passages seem the product of Hume's convic
tion, presented while describing the idea of causation and reo 
inforced by his genetic investigation, that necessary connectioIl. , 
i, an ab,olutdy e"entia! inwedient of the common idea. Whe~' . 
ever he discusses causes, even following the presentation of his 
revisionary and genetic theses, he seems implicitly to presuppose! 
a thesis of the order of "necessary connectedness is a logicallyi' 
ne<"my condition of ,au "I <elatedn""" Hi' <edndionhi 
tendencies come to the foreground only to the extent that,he: 
uncritically relaxes or suppresses this thesis, as his revisionary: 
efforts tend naturally to allow. 

To put the point briefly, perhaps oversimply, Hume's texf~ 
harbors twO incompatible lines of thought: 

(s) Simi!a< obje<" comtantl y conjoined witls othe"" considered! 
apa" [,om expe"enc" a<e not cau'"" they a<e pm1"'1'/; 
causes only if necessarily connected. 

14. This incompatibility charge is challenged in Robert McRae, "HUl!leionJ 
Meaning," Dialogue 8 (1970), esp. pp. 488-91. McRae claims that whilethete!. 
are twO impression-sources of the idea of necessity (constant conjunctiOn,a~d~ 
mental determination), there is only one idea. There are then tWOditteren~' 
definitions of the same object. We cannot agree with his proposals, because 
we cannot see that Hume's argument requires or even implies that theretiil 
only one idea of necessity. 

III 
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(2) Similar objects constantly conjoined with others, considered 
apart from experience, are causes; the mind imposes a neces
sary connection when it discovers this relation. 

Unfortunately, Hume never explicitly argues for or against (2), 

a pure regularity theory, or (1), a modified necessity theory, in 
a way that would indicate his true doctrine. 

The real depth of Hume's hesitation between (1) and (2) can 

only be appreciated when it is realized that he is actually com
mitted to both accounts by certain of his key philosophical prin

ciples-a conclusion for which we shall argue in the next two 
sections. 

V 

Let us now consider exclusively Hume's tendency toward a 

pure regularity theory. In addition to the philosophical relations-
natural relations distinction, which Robinson rightly regards as 
evidence for a pure regularity interpretation, Hume seems com
mitted to this theory by the circularity of his definitions, by his 
comments on "unknown causes," by his criticisms of causal 
beliefs, and by his Rules. These four aspects of his work deserve 
individual assessment as pillars for the pure regularity hypothesis. 

First, as several interpreters have observed, the second defini
tion is circular and parasitic upon the first,15 In both the 
Treatise and the Enquiry, Df2 is explicated in terms of constantly 
conjoined objects plus their effect on the observer (T, 165). 
"Determination of the mind" and "conveyance of thought" are 
the, effect words employed. The mind acquires this habit by 
observation of constantly conjoined objects, which elsewhere are 
said to "influence" it and to "produce" an association among 
ideas (T, 155, 163, 172). X is the cause of Y partly because their 
regular conjunction causes another event Z (a feeling). Since 
the only way to understand such causal language is through 
DEb Hume must mean that the habit of mental expectation 
regularly follows and is temporally contiguous with certain ob

15,Cf:C. J. Ducasse,"Critique of Hume's Conception of Causality," Journal 

~~IIIIOSO?hy63 (1966),p. '42, and reprinted in Tom L. Beauchamp, ed., 
t' osophlcalProblems of Causation (Encino, Calif.: Dickenson Publishing 

0,,1974). Cf. also Penelhum, op. cit., p. 55. 
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",-vatioM of the fi"t among conalantly conjoined objed" Hi' 
"cond "definition." on thi, ",ding, i, not a definition at all, 
but an application or instance of the first definition.16 

Second, aa Robin",n noticea, flume I"quently indicate' that 
on tho" octaaion, when the cauae of aome event i, ""cret," 
"unobserved," or "unknown," the event nonetheless has a cause, 
ot at leaat we pmuppoae that it haa a cauae. Deapite hi, in. 
,i,ten'" on «attitting the uae 01 induction, flume ptaiae, tho", 

1 
a philo,opheta who adopt thi, "moxim" 01 unilonnity tathet than 
I': ,ubmit to the wig" notion that thete i, fottuitou' "ittegulatity 

in natu"" (EflU, Seta. 47, 67f; T, '3')' In thi' context "came" 
aeem' to mean "pute "l(Ulatity," betauae application 01 the 
uniformity maxim to concealed events presupposes causes where 
there are no observers to have feelings of determination. 

Third, suppose momentarily that Hume actually does hold 
a modified net",ity theoty baaed on hi, genetic aCtount. Thi, 
tbeoty would amount '0 nothing mote than an explanation 01 
the way in which causal beliefs are formed; it could not be 
conaltUcd in any aenae aa a I""ncwotk lot i",titYing and "iti. 
citing cautal belief,. Yet nomemu' paatage' dca,ly indicate that 
Hume regards himself both as a critic of causal beliefs and as a 
codifier of procedures for the justification of causal beliefs. WheJi 
he criticizes theology, the evidence of the senses, education, dog;,~ 
mati,m in all lonn' , belief in immottality, mitadea, etc., he;" 
de"ly doing mo" than me"ly explaining how mdt belief?, 
"e lonncd. fle 'peak< 01 cottecting ladual belief' about cau'~! 
reasoning, so as to render the evidence of sensory experience 
"pmpet "it"ia of "uth and la!aehood" (EflU, Sec. "7), an~ 
hi, ,hott aedion on "Ru\c' by whith to judge 01 camea an~ 
effects" (T, l.iii.1!J) is primarily intended to provide procedures 
for justifying causal beliefs. 

Foutth, i' app"" that the feeling 01 expedation "quitedb~ 

,6. fl~ (or. "'" pp. "aD ,"",e' th" ,fi' dKal,ri'Y ,h"'" i, anround"!l 
H' 'hin" """,min,tion" ,nd "Nn"Y'" ,K ",hnIQI ",mt "'" ",.." 
Ie"" imprt,,' on 0' h' bit" I ,"OC,,,'00" ,nd ,rt no' ",.01 """,. 6' ""!!'! 
"",,='n"ion" ,nd to ,yonny"'"do rt'a 00th' imprt"ion. ha' FI'" ~l~ 
00 'IT ,h" they'K ,1'0 ,.", w""" 'a<Hom'. ,in" th, ob"mtion"" 
it ,",affidy 'olJow,dby .h, ,~Iing ,. (In pt""" <o"",pond'n~ Pt<>l'!" 
FI,w write' tha' "I h," n<'" ""n h'PPYwi.h ,itbe>wha' I pablhliO!\.. 
wb" I w'o" ,nd rtj,,"d in "di« dn"t. AndI ,m un"" n":: ""'" 

Ispondence of August 24. 1979') 
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a necessity interpretation need play no role in verifying the 
existence of causal relations. This can be seen by considering 
the Rules section of the Treatise. Hume's intention in that sec
tion is to "fix some general rules, by which we may know when 
[causes and effects] really are so" (T, 173). The task is to specify 
the conditions that warrant causal statements. One needs rules 
if one is to determine the objective validity of such statements; 

. Hume provides eight, the first four of which will suffice for 
present purposes. They form a set of individually necessary and 
jointly sufficient specifications of the truth of causal assertions: 

(1) The cause and effect must be contiguous in space and time. 
(2) The cause must be prior to the effect. 
(3) There must be a constant union betwixt the cause and 

effect. . . . 

(4) The same cause always produces the same effect, and the 
same effect never arises but from the same cause. (T, 173) 

Hume treats rules (1) and (2) as stating the conditions of con

junction of cause and effect. They may be combined into one 
rule: 

(la) The cause and effect must be conjoined. 

(3)and (4) also may be combined, as follows: 

(2a) All objects of Type C are conjoined with objects of Type E; 
all objects of Type E are conjoined with objects of Type C. 

According to (n), causal relations are expressible in the form 
of universal generalizations (general laws). The "always" in 
Burne's formulation has tenseless reference to the complete set 
of particular sequences constituting instances of the laws; "all" 
performs this function in (n). Singular causal statements, if 
questioned, could be supported by evidence corroborating the 
generalization relevantly satisfying (n). If one knew that both 
of thesespecifications were fully satisfied in the case of particular 
objects x and y, he would know that "x causes y" is a true 
statementand that the inference from its antecedent to its conse
quent iswarranted. 

. Burne's Rules seem to recognize that the validity of causal 
~nferences does not depend on whether observers, when placed 
mthe relevant circumstances, acquire the feeling of determina
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tion. Any ob"""« who kneW (pc< impo,;ibik) that the above 

,peeifieation, we" "ti,fied could make valid inf«e",," without 
the oeeunenee of any in",nal imp""ion of de"nnination. 
Thu', no n"""'y connection, in Hume" p,ychologkal ",",e, 
need be involved in the ta",al ,dation, even if the idea of nec" 
"'1' connection i, "",ntial to the o,dinat)' idea of the ,dation. 
Since satisfaction of the warrant-generating specifications pro
viel" all the evidence needed '°' the v«ifitation 01 taU"I ,tate. 
men", feeling' of expectation add nothing "",ntial and might 
even be misleading or mistaken (d. Rule 6, p. 174)' 

According to this general analysis, Hume is committed to the 
~,
l' po,ition that any 'ingulat tau,"l ,"",ment "x taU'" y" impli",
I' indi"dly pe,ha!", tWO conditio", "t;,lying the above 'peeifi.

cations:~l 

(ta') x is conjoined with y.\: 
(d) All obi"" "kvantly "",mbling x ,imilady a" conjoined

~I with objects relevantly resembling y. 
I" 

"" ~\ This analysis perfectly conforms to definition Df1-cause con. 
,ide"d "' a philo'ophkal ,elation. Of cou"" in o,dina'1' ta",al 
,ta"men", whete an ","oeiation i, made between tWOobiec'" the 
asserter might know that (la') obtains, but could only presuppose 
and not knoW the truth of (2a'). This person's presuPposition 
would be manifested in a determination of the mind to pass auto. 
matkally 0' "natutally" to y when x i, p",ent. Thi' ",cond 
analy,i, eonfonn, do,dy to definition Df,-taU'" con,ideted " 
a natural relation. 

Our analysis of Hume's commitments in his discussion oU 
Rul" thu' gen«ally atto,d' with the eond",ion' leached i1\j 
Robinson's analysis of the definitions, though our separate means, 
to those conclusions differ markedly. Hume is committed, ac" 
cording to our pure regularity interpretation, to the claim that 
the adual wananting condition, of genetal tau,,1 "a"men" ("){i,. 
alway' produc" Y") a" diffcrent from the incomplete, induc, , 
tivdy detived, w,nanting comlition, o,dinatily u",d ("X in.~1' 
ob,crved c"'" ;, known to have p,odueed Y"). Both ,ingUlOi! 
and gencral 'tatemen" 01 the fonn "X taU"" Y" ate ttue onii' 
when (ta~ and (,,~ ale t,ne, even though "x taU"" y" i, owi; 
natily taken to be ttne whenevcr «a~ i, ttne and (,,~ i"p'" 
;nppo;cd t,ue in ;nch a way that X i, invaliabl Y a"ociate<l\ 
with Y. 
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VI 

The four arguments discussed in Section V favor a pure regular
ity theory, according to which Hume's second definition reduces 
to the first. By emphasizing others of Hume's principles it is 
possible to reverse these conclusions. It can be argued that the 
first definition reduces to the second and that a modified neces
sity theory is textually plausible. Especially important in this 
regard are Hume's theories of meaning, relations, and inductive 
generalization. 

Consider first Hume's theory of meaning, while keeping in 
mind Robinson's claim that Hume's two definitions are neither 
intensionally nor extensionally equivalent. According to Hume's 
theory, the meaning of a word is the idea for which it stands, 
and all meaningful ideas are traceable to parent impressions. In 
the case of "causation," what is meant is the set of impressions 
to which the idea of causal relatedness is traceable. This set 
seems to involve essentially and irreducibly the feeling of expec
tation to which the idea of necessary connection is traceable. 
Nothing either more or less metaphysical can be meant, since 
the limits of what can be meant are set by experience, and there 
exists no other impression source. Accordingly, "x causes y" 
seemsto mean "X's are constantly conjoined with Y's and normal 
observersfeel x necessitating y." 

In pursuit of this suggestion, a distinction must be intro
duced between observed constancy of sequence and unobserved 
constancy of sequence. By Hume's own admission, observed con
stancy of sequence provides an insufficient basis for calling a 
sequence "causal" unless a feeling of determination accom
paniesit: 

I . . . enlarge my view to comprehend several instances; where I 
findlike objectsalwaysexisting in like relations of contiguity and suc
cession.At first sight this seemsto serve but little to my purpose. The 
reRectionon several instances only repeats the same object; and there
fore can never give rise to a new idea. But upon farther inquiry I find, 
that the repetition is not in every particular the same, but produces 
anewimpression.. . . (T, 155) 

~i.thin the context of Hume's empiricism the project of re
;Ismgan idea that has such good experiential roots, by reducing 
Itto the idea of something fundamentally different (loose, 

,!~ 
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"'pa,"te ron,taney of roojunction), ",m' doom,d fmm th' ,ta<t, 
No imp"",ion tan h' id,ntin,d that would ,how ,ithe< that th' 
idea unde< inv,"tigation o"an' co.,taney oe that it could (p'y' 
chologically) b' made to mean eo.,taney. Yet the pme «gnlarity 
intepretation takes us directly down this trail. 

Mo"ove<, it cannot plau,ibly he ",gned that Robinmn" 
,n-ategJ' of decmpb"",ing the notion of ob"""ed eon,taney, 
whith ",em' to "qui" a natneal edation in oede< to be "con. 

I:
,ide"d" cau"l, whil' concen"ating on unob"""d con"aney 

~.

(i.e., ron,taney i"d~ '" a philo'ophical cdation, will impmve 
the ,ituation. Unob"",ed thiog>' a«, of rouc'" unexpe<ienced; 
y,t the norion of unob"",ed ca'" of caum,;on can only be 
uo,"",toad by mea" of imm,diatdy experi,nced imp""ioto',t 
Th' «ductioni,tic analy'" of cau"rion i' par",iric in m,aning,

1;:, then, on the genetic "vi,ion",y analy,i" which giv," th' all.
im!"'etant expe<ienrial b"'" of cau"rion. Aecoedingly, even if

i~: Robinson is correct in maintaining that the tWOdefinitions are
neither intensionally nor extensionally equivalent, flume's own
theory of meaning oe d,nnition lead' to the rondu,ion, that the
",cand i, a primacy dennition and that Robinmn" di,rinction
belween the n"t '" a philomphical analy,i' and the "cond "'
an empirical psychological theory is tenuous at best. 

This line of argument may be used to weaken the pillars sUP'~ 

poeting the pme «gnlarity inteepeelarion. Fi"t, the daim that 
conect inlmnee' could be made withont feeling' of mental de. 
tennination can be challenged. Thi' i, a logical "conld"; co""t 
infe"nce without ,uth feeling' i, logi<ally po"ib"- Bnt Hume" 
theory of inductive infe«nce eun' again" tbi' logical g,"in. W; 
indicate' that no ob"",e< could, pcychologicallY, make va1l<i\ 
inle«nce, without feeling dct,nninarion. The eon"adictaey,O!i 

thi' contingent "atement of p,ythological [act i', of com"" 
logically po"ib1e; but Hume "em' dcady to bdiev' that m 
th' edevant condition, we« "ti,ned, any nonnal ob"",e< wont~ 
cxpeci,nce an imp«"ion ol d'tennination and that ind'~ 
dently of thi, feding, no ob""'" would be mativated to"H;ye 
at cau",1 condu,ioto'. Accoedingly, the evidence needed to verifjj 
cau,,1 daim', '" "qui«d by Hume', 'p",incatio", could ..t; 
be "cogni",d '" evidence independently of feeling>'ol expectariOtJ; 

Second, Robito'on a"nm'" that foe Hume philomphicaf~!i'~ 
tion' a« independent of mental peoc,""" Hume h'" ,...,,1, 
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ably little to say about this matter, but his few comments on 
relations between objects (as distinct from "relations of ideas") 
indicate that philosophical as well as natural relations are the 
products of the mind's comparison of objects (T, 13f, 170). 
Philosophical relations obtain, on this interpretation, only if 
there exists an observer who does the comparing, for there is 
nothing in the ideas themselves on which the relation depends 
and to which it can be reduced. If this account of Hume's 
theory of relations is correct, it has important consequences for 
Robinson's interpretation. As Donald Gotterbarn has pointed 
out,17Df1 describes constant conjunction in terms of resembling 
objects. Since resemblance is a philosophical relation, a mental 
comparison seems required even by Df1. More importantly, if 
mental acts are required for causal relations, then the two defi
nitions may be extensionally (though not intensionally) equiva
lent after all. It is not likely that Hume would admit resembling 
conjunctions actually recognized as constant conjunctions to be 
extensionally distinct from those conjunctions accompanied by 
feelings of mental determination. Unfortunately, Hume's pas
sageson relations are sufficiently opaque that they make it diffi
cult to interpret his other theories in their light. Nonetheless, 
the mind-dependence interpretation has at least as plausible a 
textual basis as the mind-independence interpretation. 

Third, Rule (2a), which is crucial for the pure regularity in
terpretation, requires that causal relations entail the existence 
of.unrestricted universal generalizations. But Hume here con
fronts the problem encountered by logical positivists who held a 
strictverifiability theory of meaning. Since meaning is dependent 
upon verification by an impression or set of impressions, any 
meaningful statement entails and is entailed by a set of impres
sion statements. Unfortunately, this demand cannot be met in 
the case of unrestricted universal generalizations, since they are 

17"Donald Gotterbarn, "Hume's Two Lights on Cause," The PhilosoPhical 
Quarterly21 (April, 1971),pp. 168-71; "Hume's Definitions of Cause: Skep-
USiSIQwithregard to Lesher's Two Senses," Journal of the History of Philoso
phy,14 (January, 1976), pp. 99f; and "How Can Hume Know Philosophical 
Relations?" The Journal of Critical Analysis 4 (1973), pp. 133-41, esp. 135f, 
139.Many problems in the interpretation of Hume on these matters are ex
plored in Alan Hausman, "Hume's Theory of Relations," NOlls 1 (1967), pp. 255-82. . 
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not logically reducible to a finite «t of impre"ion ,tatemen". 

The pmblem i, exace,bated in Hume" ca'" by hi, ",upl" wn. 
ce,ning law' of nature. He aegu" that we cannot in p,inciple 
confinn tho« unob",<ved CO'" of cau,"1 relatedne" required by 
Rule (,"). The evidence fo, ,uth ca"" reduce' wmpletely to 
actually ob«<ved ta"". But no unive"al gene<ali",tion ,"ti,lying

('") i, fullyconfinnableby thi, evidenti,]ba"" becau'" there "
no gua,antee th,t the future will be "wnfonnable to the p..t"
(EHU, Sec;. 3<>-3')' To reduce cau;al ,tatemen" to ,tatemen"
of unifonnity of "'quente independent of expe<ience, then, i,
to redute them to "atemen" (can;al law') that at'e meaningle..
on flume's account.

Tbi' modified nece"ity inte,pretation of Hnme might be
thought to cacry a bidden benefit fo' anyone ",eking to rendee
Hume more wn,i,tent. Even though the ",wnd definition (Df,)
i" acw,ding to thi, ",cond inte<peetation, Hume', teue defini.
tion, the ten~on betwecn the tWO definition, wuld be eased
,omewhat by regatding the fint .. a meee fote,unne< of the

\",wnd. The ,econd, then, would be con,ideeed Hume', only 
complde definition. Robin,on', chatge that tbe tWOdefinitiom 
are mutually exclusive could be blunted in this way by a pro
ponent 01 tbe nete"ity inte<pretation. In any ca"" by aeguing 
fo' both inteepretation, we have teied to ,bow thu' Iat' that 
Hume " committed, by different ptincipie" to bo'h definitions; 
.. tcue and ptimaey. In reaching thi, condu,ion we do not deny, 
01 wu"",, that there may he impo,tant ,elatiom between t4e 
twOdefinition', . 

vn 

au' contention that there are tWOtheo,ie' 01 camation and t~" 
re,ultant definition, of "cau"'" in Hume', text can be ,upported! 
and extended.. a defen'" 01 Hume by luethe< wn,ideting hii 
account of meaning. 

We have ",en that Hume '"y', "Neee"ity may be defined,tWO 
way' confonnab1y to the tWOdefinition, of ca"""' (EHlJ, S~~" 
75), and iliat tbe'" tWOdefinition, 01 neee"ity ,tate the wonli. 
tWO"",m"." Hume', treatmen" of "nee",ity" and "cam'" ,it! 
but tWO exampl" of bi' "andat'd appen"h to p,obleo/~ oIi 
meaning and definition. He h.. a genml theoey of definitiOW 
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and he employs it for the analysis of all terms: words obtain 
meaning through their customary association with ideas (T, 
20-22), and all ideas derive from impressions. Determining the 
meaning of obscure terms is a matter of discovering the original 

impressions of which the ideas they name are copies. To define 
or give the meaning of a word, then, is to state what may be 
called its impression-source. That Hume finds two different 

impression-sources for the idea of necessity is understandable. 
His reductionistic account describes only the external impression-
sources (impressions of sensation), as in Dfl; while the genetic 
account describes both the external and the internal (reflective) 

impression-sources, as in Df2. 
If this interpretation is correct, it follows that Hume's analysis 

requires that there be two definitions, two meanings, and two 
senses of "cause," just as Hume always says when he turns his 
attention explicitly to the number of definitions and meanings. 
And this is equally true of both "cause" and "necessity," as 

James Lesher has perspicaciously pointed out: 

In the discussion of "necessity," Hume recognizes two senses (EHU, 
p. 97) of the term because there are two separate conditions which give 
rise to the idea, and since he is quite aware that neither constant 
conjunction nor mental determination is what is ordinarily meant by 
the term, he says that "as long as the meaning is understood, I hope 
the word can do no harm" (EHU, p. 97). . . . Since there are distinct 
experiences, there are distinct impressions, and hence distinct ideas 
of cause, or like "necessity," distinct senses of "cause."IB 

Lesher's interpretation is correct in all essentials, but needs 
modest clarification. Lesher might be taken to mean that distinct 
(and not merely distinguishable) experiences of constant con
jt1nction and of mental determination eventuate in distinct 
impressions and ideas of causation. That view is of course in
correct. The idea of causation does not derive immediately from 
the experience of constant conjunction. For Hume there cannot' 
(psychologically) be an experience of constantly conjoined causal 

I~.JamesH. Lesher, "Hume's Analysis of 'Cause' and the 'Two-Definitions', 
DIspute,"Journal of the History of PhilosoPhy 11 (July, 1973),pp. 387-92, 
esp.3~1.Through correspondence with Lesher we have been significantly 
aidedm structuring the clarification that follows this quotation (Correspon
denceof September 21, 1979). 
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item' without an attendaut mental dete""ination, but philo, 
",phical analy,i' ",n di,tinguiID the tWOdiffetent .", of 
impr",ion.oou"'" To track down a word" meaning" lor 
Hnme not merely to traCe an idea or a te"" to an impre"ion.
oou"e, but al'" to reduce romplex impre,,;on.,ource' to tbeir
,imple,t ingredientS. Be",use he hold' that the relation,hip be.
tween word, and ideas i, purely conventional, tWOquite diffetent
kinds 01 things may be ",lled "cau,e,," if we '" choose to make
tbe de,iguation. The word ",n have tWO perfectly good sense.
even il a cause in one ,ense i, alway' a<c","panied by a cause
in the otbet sen,e. "Nece"ity," a<cording to thi' analy,i" means
both (,) ronstant ronjunction, which ",n be analyw\ into a
repetition of resembling imp""ion' rontiguousiy and ,ucce'
,ively related," and (a) the impre"ion 01 mental dete""ination
produced by the ron'tant ronjunction. The tWOdefinition' 01 
"cause" are ,hown to be exten,ionallY nonequivalent by analy'" 
into these tWOdiffetent impre"ion.oource" which are roexten. 
sive in the experience of cause and effect. 

Thi, interpretation make, it posrible to expiain why thete . 
both an inten,ional and an exten,ional nonequivalence. Lesber" 
argument leads correctly to the ronclu,ion that there are twO 
di,tinct ,ense' 01 "cause" aud heuce au iuten,;onal nonequiva. 
leuce. The tWOare exten,ionally nonequivalent, however, onfy 
il the elemeutS 01 their different exten,ion, can be distinguished 
by reductive analy,i, 01 the complex idea of ",use. The exten. 
,ion of cause in sense N, can on thi, interpretation be seen to 
have the additional ingredient 01 mental dete""ination. Tbb, 
appear' aloo to be the grain of truth in Robin",n', otherwise 
inronect claim that Hume" first definition i, a philo",phical 
analysis and the second merely a psychological theory. 

Thi, interpretation of Hume', a<count 01 definition has ,ti~ 
oth" impli",tio", lor theorie, such as Kemp smith', and Rol> 
in",n", each of whom a<ceptS the view that the tWOdefinitiotU' 

'9' The" a" ",n",,'n, MP"" to th" claim,rin'" th= " no ..P"""" 
01 th' ",ojno"'oo 01 ,'mila<obi"'"' .. w~", phil",oph,n ha~ poln" 
ou.. Ci.. ,.,.. Ch",'" , ,p. cll., p. '" aod Ja,gw"" Kim,"Ca"",tloo,.... 
SUMump"""'aod th' Conrep' 01 E~nl," Th, I,um" 0' pM,",ph"'f< 
(19'13)'pp. ," I. Kim poin" on' that ",..un' ",ninn"inn ,. a ",..", of 
.1P" 01_to and "mv<" no do>" o. nonto,,'a' "n" wh<nd"""Y"" 
plied to spatiotemporally bounded individual events." 
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are neither extensionally nor intensionally equivalent and that 
fIume has only one correct or primary definition. If we are cor
rect, their respective claims that one definition is primary are 
unacceptable, precisely because there are two correct and primary 
meanings. Accordingly, it is not an unresolvable paradox, as 
Robinson seems to think, that the causal relation is definable in 
two extensionally nonequivalent ways. 

On the other hand, we do not wish to claim too much for this 

interpretation as an account of Hume's text. In explicating the 
Modified Necessity Theory in the previous section we attributed 
only one of the two definitions to Hume. We did so in order 
to emphasize those Humean principles that tend to support the 
Modified Necessity interpretation. Our present conclusions in 
this section show, of course, that this single-definition emphasis 
need not be made in interpreting Hume. Our general conclusion 
is that the two theories of causation deeply embedded in Hume's 
text determine the two different definitions. The text does not 
allow us to decide, however, which of the two theories is the 
deeper or more important. 

VIII 

In this chapter it has been argued that Hume's text contains 
two distinct theories of causation and two distinct definitions 
of "cause." However, it has only been argued that Hume is im
plicitly committed by his philosophical principles to both 
theories.It has not been argued that Hume intended to advance 
two different theories, or even that he explicitly maintains 
either theory. Indeed quite the opposite seems likely: Hume 
wanted a unified theory of causation and intended to provide 
one.In subsequent chapters we shall argue that Hume's writings 
on causation can rationally be reconstructed so that a unified 
theoryemerges that is faithful to his intentions. As a conclusion 
to this chapter, these arguments may be anticipated by sketching 
an entirely different perspective from which the two theories 
and the two definitions may be viewed. 

Robinson and most all recent writers on causation believe 

that Burne holds a pure regularity theory of causation. For 
instance,J. L. Mackie, who allies himself with Robinson, has 
dubbed this theory "heroic Humeanism," interpreting it to 
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mean that ,ta"m,n" of can..1 connection a<' nothing bnt 
,ta"n"n" of de fado comtant conjnnction." -rbi' "Hnm"n" 
theory has been subjected to intense scrutiny in contemporary 

phifomphY, It h" been fonnd d,ficient becan" it i, nnable to
di"ingni'h can..1 law' I,om ,tatemen" of de fndo eegnla<ity.
No donbt an nngna<ded ,tatem,nt of heeok Humeani,m i, phil.
o,ophica\ly objectionable. 1M i, heeok Hum"ni,," Hum,',
po,ition? Af'" a\l, theee i, the ..cond definition of "came,"

, which escapes serious notice in the Robinson-Mackie interpreta
tion despite I-lume's repeated assertion that, "According to my
definition" nece"ity mak" an .",ntial pan of cau..tion" (-r,

40']). We have "en that Hume even boldly cha\leng.. oth..
phifomph'" to pmvide a definition 01 "can.." without "com.

!' p"hending, " a pact of the definition, a ne""ary cannexion"
(EHU, Sec. 74). If th"e pa.,;ag.. aee taken ."iou,ly, and not 
,xplained away in ""n" of Hume', eeductioni,tk tendencica and 
the single sense of "necessity" accompanying them, then he 
can only be int"pee",1 " thInking that h"nk Humeani,m h 
false. And if his second definition of "cause" is read simply as 

~1 [:j his insistence that necessity in a second sense must playa role 
":. I in any conect thco'y of can..tion, then w, think it i, p""lhle' 

to construct a unified and defensible I-lumean theory of causa. 
tion. This is the view we shall defend as the account most' 
[aithlnl to the 'pidt of Hume', intention'." . 

'-1" 
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'o. J. L. M".k, Th' c,m,"' .1 th' Un"""" A SOU" 01 C."""" (""
ford: Clarendon Press, 1974), PP' 198!.
2\. See below pp. 139ff, esp. pp. 14° and 156f.

2 

Causal and Inductive 

Scepticism 

IN THIS CHAPTER we turn to the interpretation of Hume's 
philosophy as a sceptical account of causation and of induction 
(causal inference). The first section links our treatment of 
Hume's two definitions in the previous chapter with the question 
of whether Hume is a sceptic about causation and inductive 
reasoning. We there argue that Hume is not a sceptic about the 
causal relation; and, in the remainder of the chapter, we show 
that he is not a sceptic concerning inductive inference 
claimsof reason generally. 

These arguments should lend considerable weight 
claimsof Chapter 1. The attribution to Hume of what 
calls "heroic Humeanism" appears plausible largely 
Hume's account of causation is generally considered 

and the 

to the 
Mackie 
because 

an indi
visiblepart of a general sceptical program. For example, Mackie 
and others say that Hume is a sceptic both about induction and 
about the inclusion of any sense of "necessity" in his definitions 
6£"cause"-and that he is a sceptic about both for the same 
reasons.We argue that this interpretation cannot be substanti
ated and that Hume's only major complaint about induction 
and causal necessity is that rationalists have misunderstood the 
nature of causation and inductive inference. 

I 

There are a number of possible ways to formulate the notion 
that Burne is a sceptic about causation. One way is to derive 

33
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mean that "a",n><n" of cau..1 ",nnoction a« nothing but 
,tatemen" o[ de fado ",n,tant ",njunction." Thi' "Humean" 
theory h", been ,ubject"! to inteme ,crutiny in contempo'ary 

philowphY, It h"' been found deficient becau" it " unable to
di,tiogoi,b cau,a] law' [,om ,tatemen" of de fadO «gub,ity.
No doubt an unguankd "atement of heooie Humeani,", i, phil.
owphicallY objectionable. But i, heloic Hum,ani,m Hume',
po,ition' AItel all, tbe« i, thc "",n,1 definition of "came,"
whi,h "cap" ",iou' notice in the Robinwn.Mackie iotetp"ta.
tion d"pite Hume', "poa"d a"cCtion tbat, "ACto,ding to my 
definition>, noc",ity mak" an ""ntial pMt of cau..tion" (T, 
4°7)' We have "en tbat Hume even boltUy challeng" oth" 
philo'oph'" to p,ovide a tlefinition of "cau"" without "com. 
p«bending. "' a pa't of thc definition, a n"",ary connexion" 
(EHD, SOC.71)' If the" pa"ag" a« taken ,etion,ly, and not 
explained away in ><,n" o[ Hume', «dnctioni"ie tendenci" and 
the ,ingle "n" ol "nece"ity" ae",mpanying them, then he 
can only be inte'p,ctcd "' thinkingthat heooieHumeani,m" 
lahe. And if hi, "conel dcfinitionof "ca",e" " "ad ,impfy"' 
h" in,i,ten" that ne""ity in a "",nd "n" mU" playa rot" 
in any ,.oCted thcory of cau"tiou, then we think it i, po,~bk 
to ",n","ct a unified and dden,ible Humean tbeo'y ol '""",. 
tion. Thi' i, the view we "hall defend", thc aCtount moot! 
faithful to the spirit of Hume's intentionsP 

Study of 

20. J. L. Mackie. The Cement of the Universe: A 
ford: Clarendon Press. 1974). PP' 198£. 
2\. See below pp. 139ff, esp. pp. 140 and 156£. 
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Causal and Inductive

Scepticism

IN THIS CHAPTER we turn to the interpretation of Hume's 

philosophy as a sceptical account of causation and of induction 
(causal inference). The first section links our treatment of 
Hume's two definitions in the previous chapter with the question 
of whether Hume is a sceptic about causation and inductive 
reasoning. We there argue that Hume is not a sceptic about the 
causal relation; and, in the remainder of the chapter, we show 
that he is not a sceptic concerning inductive inference and the 
claimsof reason generally. 

These arguments should lend considerable weight to the 
claimsof Chapter 1. The attribution to Hume of what Mackie 
calls "heroic Humeanism" appears plausible largely because 
Hume's account of causation is generally considered an indi
visiblepart of a general sceptical program. For example, Mackie 
and others say that Hume is a sceptic both about induction and 
a.boutthe inclusion of any sense of "necessity" in his definitions 
OF"cause"-and that he is a sceptic about both for the same 
reasons;We argue that this interpretation cannot be substanti
ated and that Hume's only major complaint about induction 
and causal necessity is that rationalists have misunderstood the 
nature of causation and inductive inference. 

I 

There are a number of possible ways to formulate the notion 
thatllume is a sceptic about causation. One way is to derive 
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